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Stop wasting trillions on Wall Street, war, 
and tax giveaways for the wealthy. Make
our economy work for everyday people.
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Jill and cheri Say:

End unemployment by investing in green jobs.  
Jill’s proposal creates eight times more jobs than the White House 
plan, and ends the recession.

End bailouts that gave $12 trillion in cash and free 
loans to the Wall Street institutions that crashed our economy. Put a 
moratorium on foreclosures. Break up the big banks to prevent future 
trillion dollar bailouts. Support state and community banks that invest in 
small businesses. And rewrite the Bush/Obama “free trade agreements” 
that sent 6 million jobs overseas and depressed wages at home.

Forgive student debt. Create tuition-free higher 
education.  Obama’s plan merely adjusts payment plans for 4% 
of students and allows the student debt crisis to grow worse. It leaves 
college as unaffordable as ever.

Create health care as a human right through a Medicare 
for all system that provides quality comprehensive care, preserves 
patient choice and puts people before profits.

Stop climate change by creating millions of jobs in green       
energy, manufacturing, agriculture and public transportation.

End the Oil Wars that are killing soldiers and civilians, and drain-
ing trillions from our national treasury. Obama is leaving thousands of 
private military contractors in Iraq, and 
has twice as many troops in Afghanistan 
as George W. Bush.

Restore our freedoms and     
constitutional rights by ending  
detention of U.S. citizens without trial, 
the Patriot Act, First Amendment viola-
tions, and the doctrine of corporate 
personhood.

Take BaCk OUR FUTURe
FROm Wall STReeT

A Green New Deal for America

• Unbought.

• Principled.

• Independent.

• Standing up for working people.
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